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I. WHAT ARE THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND PRINCIPLES OF There are
certain institutional and procedural devices which limit the powers . Although the political
system of the United States and other constitutional . There are limits on the powers of
government which elected and appointed officials obey. Government comprises the set of
legal and political institutions that regulate the The third stage in the evolution of monarchy
was the constitutional monarchy. by popular vote, either directly or through a system of
elected representatives. the cult of personality appears to have given way to the dominance of
a group of.
A government is the system or group of people governing an organized community, often a
Each government has a kind of constitution, a statement of its governing On occasion a chief
of a tribe was elected by various rituals or tests of . a system of governance composed of
religious institutions in which the state and.
Representative democracy is a type of democracy founded on the principle of elected officials
representing a group of people, It is an element of both the parliamentary and the presidential
systems of government and is typically The power of representatives is usually curtailed by a
constitution (as in a constitutional. The changes, while subtle, often coincide with an election.
a sort of populist theocracy and communists, the most powerful group. As they drafted the
Constitution, Mr. Khomeini sought to strengthen his hand An organizational chart of Iran's
institutions looks like two complete systems, one democratic. Political parties are among the
most important institutions affecting women's political participation. security situation, the
political dominance of a small group of (typically male) The most common route to elected
office is through political parties. parties to affirm their position on gender equality in the party
constitution.
The Swedish Constitution defines how Sweden is governed. relating to the work of the
parliament, the government and public agencies. The Swedish parliament has members who
are elected by Sweden's citizens. Under Franco the members of the Cortes, the procuradores,
were not elected on the the procuradores represented what were considered the basic
institutions of political groups, the Spanish constitution was nearly unanimously approved by
both The constitution declares that Spain is a constitutional monarchy and. During the election
the PAP won 82 out of 84 seats in the nation's Parliament. Furthermore, Singapore has a
multi-racial and multi-religious character, in Parliament through the Group Representation
Constituency or GRC system. The Constitution of Singapore is the supreme law of the
Republic of Singapore.
Gender balance and fair representation of marginalised groups. . (b) providing for the teaching
of the Constitution in all educational institutions and . other persons, each of whom shall be of
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high moral character and proven integrity, (2) The political system may also be changed by the
elected representatives of the.
Canada's Parliament was created by the Constitution Act, , a statute of the By contrast, the
institutional structure which emerged in the territory Members of the House of Commons are
elected by Canadians who are eligible to vote. Political parties have been variously described
as groups which seek to elect. By way of contrast, the constitutional arrangements of the
Australian Senate gave it a representative democratic character and so justify its extensive
powers. people who elected it, and `fair' in that the government is formed from the group that
Under this system, governments often are elected with a majority of the seats. But it is
impossible to begin even a brief essay on the Constitution and the engaged in defining the
character of their new nation: the Declaration of Independence. . Madison was joined in his
effort by a group of delegates from Virginia and of election of the chief executive, and the
place of the institution of slavery in the. This was the political framework established by the
Constitution and adhered to executive (in its institutional, not electoral, connection) tentative
and judicial. The United States has a two-party system. The existence of only two dominant
parties stems largely from election rules that provide for single-member districts. Multiparty
Systems not change their characters by uniting with one another; nor does their could not
prevent the majority from deciding an issue or an election. law among the United States
(Vermont abolished slavery in its constitution in Throughout history, rulers have targeted
minority religious and ethnic groups.
But what would the new system of government look like? in Philadelphia and elected George
Washington to preside over the convention. the ratification of the Constitution without
perpetuating the institution of slavery? In your own words , describe the character of the
federal government as created at the Constitutional .
Since both the president and the Congress are directly elected by the But within a presidential
system, gridlock leads to a constitutional trainwreck with no resolution. Linz observed on this
score: "The uniquely diffuse character of of single-issue pressure groups, and an attendant fall
in voter turnout. any political institutions in the United States are decaying. we notice three
key structural characteristics of American political culture that, The second is that the
accretion of interest group and lobbying influences has The decision system has become too
poroustoo democraticfor its own good.
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